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This paper presents the results obtained by the 2WIDE SENSE Project, an EU funded project aimed at developing a low cost camera
sensor able to acquire the full spectrum from the visible bandwidth to the Short Wave InfraRed one (from 400 to 1700 nm). Two
specific applications have been evaluated, both related to the automotive field: one regarding the possibility of detecting icy and
wet surfaces in front of the vehicle and the other regarding the pedestrian detection capability. The former application relies on the
physical fact that water shows strong electromagnetic radiation absorption capabilities in the SWIR band around 1450 nm and thus
an icy or wet pavement should be seen as dark; the latter is based on the observation that the amount of radiation in the SWIR band
is quite high even at night and in case of poor weather conditions. Results show that even the use of SWIR and visible spectrum
seems to be a promising approach; the use in outdoor environment is not always effective.

1. Introduction
Increasing the road safety is an objective of mainstream
importance for every political institution and great improvement capabilities are possible with development of more
intelligent vehicles.
The ability to properly analyze the context in which
the vehicle is moving, under hard real time constraints, is
strongly influenced by the availability of powerful sensors.
Conversely this kind of sensors is usually quite expensive and
so it makes the development of affordable intelligent vehicle
a difficult task.
Many research efforts are then spent with the aim to build
cheap smart sensors that could provide data to better analyze
such a complex environment as the automotive one.
The SWIR sensor presented is such a kind of smart, low
cost device. To validate its usefulness this paper presents the
results obtained in two different functionalities: detecting
pedestrians and in discriminating amongst wet, dry, or
icy pavement. These functionalities were selected since the
additional use of the SWIR bandwidth component should,
theoretically, improve the results.
1.1. SWIR Band. Usually as SWIR it is identified the part
of the electromagnetic spectrum that ranges approximately
from 1 𝜇m to 2 𝜇m.

Similarly to what happens with visible light, in standard
automotive applications this band is mainly populated by
the light reflected by different objects in the scene rather
than by their thermal blackbody radiation, so that the only
applications served by SWIR are those which benefit from
reduced scattering effects of longer wavelengths like illumination from invisible sources, as passive illumination provided
by the night glow originated in the upper atmosphere or
active illumination from eye-safe lasers or alternatively from
thermal emission of objects with temperatures above 150∘ C.
So illumination is an important issue when dealing with
SWIR images.
1.2. Applications. Adverse weather conditions are dangerous
for driving. Rain both reduces visibility and makes roadway
surfaces dangerous. Wet brakes are less effective too. Snow
and ice cause roads to become even more slippery, especially
when the temperature is at or below freezing. Slush makes it
difficult to steer, hard packed snow increases the danger of
skidding, and black ice makes driving extremely dangerous.
Stopping distances on slippery pavement are from two to
ten times farther than on dry pavement so that for a vehicle
travelling at 30 km/h they can get up to 52 m on black ice.
Moreover, usually, antibrake systems (ABS) are tuned for the
most slippery scenario and therefore less effective than they
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can be in normal situations. Therefore the detection of a
general road status or of the presence of slippery spots in
front of the vehicle can significantly improve driving safety. It
can be noticed that in Europe (EU-18) around 3800 casualties
are due to wet, icy, or snowy situations [1]. Most of the
proposed solutions to this problem are not based on a true
prediction but are focused on the estimation of the road
friction, namely, the monitoring of tyres slippering. These
approaches are mainly based on the use of inertial sensors or
GPS or on the monitoring of the tyres noise [2–4]. Conversely,
different perception approaches have been proposed for a
true prediction like the use of radars [5] or lasers [6]. The
use of standard cameras has been proposed as well [7–10]
exploiting the different polarization of the light reflected from
the road surface.
Anyway, the most promising approach seems to be the
analysis of the different spectral content of the light reflected
from the asphalt in dry, wet, icy, or snow conditions [11].
More precisely, the Short Wave InfraRed (SWIR, 0.9 𝜇m
to 1.7 𝜇m) bandwidth shows different light reflection patterns
depending on the road status (see Figure 1) [12]. According
to this result, some solutions based on the use of custom
spectrometers have been already implemented, for example,
the Volvos Road eye or the Vaisala’s Road Weather Sensors
family. While the use of a spectrometer can be effective, the
proposed solutions are not suitable for on-board installation
on vehicles.
Road conditions assessment is not the only implementation in which SWIR technology could be used: pedestrian
detection could be a promising field of application.
Although several improvements in vehicle safety have
been achieved in the last 25 years (i.e., crash tests, passive
safety measures, new energy absorption materials, etc.),
further reductions in road fatalities and injuries must be
achieved. The development of active video-based driver assistance systems to detect preemptively dangerous situations
involving vulnerable road users (VRU) as pedestrians is
thus of fundamental importance for warning the driver or
automatically taking control of the vehicle (i.e., braking) and
becomes particularly valuable in case of drivers distraction
or poor visibility conditions. Yet vision-based pedestrian
detection is a difficult problem for a number of reasons [13,
14].
The objects of interest appear in highly cluttered backgrounds and have a wide range of appearance, due to body
size and pose, clothing, and outdoor lighting conditions.
Because of the moving vehicle, one does not have the possibility to use simple background subtraction methods (such
as those used in surveillance applications) to obtain a foreground region containing the human shape. Furthermore,
pedestrians can exhibit highly irregular motion, making
prediction and situation analysis difficult. Finally, there are
hard real-time requirements and tight performance criteria.
A peculiar characteristic to be noted about the SWIR
spectrum is that human skin, having a very high water
content, absorbs much of the longer wavelengths appearing
in SWIR images very dark if not almost black (see Figure 2).
Previous works within the IR bandwidth have dealt with skin
detection both for face recognition [15] or people detection
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Figure 1: Water and ice absorption coefficients.

[16–18], but they are ineffective for an automotive pedestrian
detector with very little skin area usually showing from the
clothes. We have therefore applied a classic approach for
pedestrian detection, an SVM classifier based on deformable
part models [19, 20].

2. Hardware Equipment
Different solutions have been developed and used to collect
data.
Solution 1 consists of a specific sensor and a large bandwidth lens has been developed. In addition, the camera is
featuring a filter on the sensors that enables the independent
acquisition of 4 different spectral bandwidths. The sensor of
the 2WIDE SENSE camera module has been mainly developed by Alcatel-Thales III–V Lab and is an uncooled InGaAs
and InP-based 640512 TM pixels array with a 15 𝜇m pitch and
a MAGIC logarithmic readout circuit (see Figure 3).
The two main features of the sensor are the large spectrum
sensitivity (400 nm to 1700 nm) and the logarithmic gain that
enables to avoid saturation effects.
Furthermore a specific microlens module has been developed by the OPTEC s.p.a (see Figure 3) to let the camera
exploit the full spectrum capabilities.
The OB-V-SWIR 16 apochromatic lens is based on a combination of six elements produced using a specific moldable
glass.
The lens transmittance is nearly the same in the whole
functioning band: 98% in the 400 nm–1550 nm interval and
decreasing down to 96% in the 1550 nm–1700 nm.
The most interesting feature of the developed camera is
the presence of a Bayer-like filter to independently acquire
specific spectral bandwidths that have been selected according to automotive world needs. More precisely, four different
sapphire substrates have been grown on the pixel array and
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Figure 2: Indoor images: in the SWIR spectrum people’s hair and skin appear very different from how we are used to see them in everyday
life.

Figure 3: The 2WIDE SENSE camera module and the OB-V-SWIR 16 microlens.
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Figure 4: The 4 × 4 filter mask applied on the FPA.
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fourteen layers of TiO2 and SiO2 have been deposited on the
substrates obtaining a 4 × 4 pixels mask pattern (see Figure 4).
Each pixel-filter is a high-pass filter with the following
bandwidths: C clear (no filter, full bandwidth), F1 1350 nm–
1700 nm (SWIR), F2 1000 nm–1700 nm (SWIR), and F4 over
540 nm (Red, NIR, and SWIR) (see Figure 5). The bandwidths of each filter have been selected according to the most
used ADAS functions like Traffic Sign Recognition and High
Beam Assist.
Anyway other bandwidths can be easily obtained combining different contributions; as an example the blue and
green bandwidths can be obtained as a difference between the
C component and the F4 contribution. The large bandwidth
camera module developed during the project has been
available and therefore only tested during the final stage of
the 2WIDE SENSE experiments.
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Figure 5: The four filters transmission bands (filter F3 has eventually
been discarded).

This paper reports about the preliminary tests done using
a state-of-the-art InGaAs camera module with the OB-VSWIR 16 microlens and high-pass SWIR filters applied on the
lens (transmission bands as F1 and F2).
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Figure 6: The test setup: (a) the camera and (b) the 12 slots filter wheel outline.

Figure 7: Images acquired in the whole visible to SWIR bandwidth (no filters) with the state of the art camera. Different illumination and
road surface conditions are shown.

Solution 2 consists of a multispectral camera module.
It has been developed during the project and has been
available and therefore tested only during the final stage of
the 2WIDE SENSE experiments. A detailed description of
the camera sensor, the filter pattern, and the large bandwidth
lens has been provided above.
Conversely, most of the tests have been carried out using
a state-of-the-art InGaAs camera module equipped with a
SWIR high transmission lens. In order to mimic and evaluate
the most suitable filters for the final prototype, a number of
different filters have been used and tested (see Figure 3).
The camera used for tests is the OWL SW1.7 high
sensitivity InGaAs FPA produced by Raptor Photonics and

equipped with a sensor developed by Alcatel-Thales III–V
Lab, both partners of the project consortium. The camera
has a sensitivity bandwidth in the 400 nm–1700 nm interval
covering the whole spectrum from visible to the SWIR and
acquires 320 × 256 14 bit images within a 500 ns–500 𝜇s
exposure interval.
The lens used is the OB-SWIR25/2 developed and produced by Optec SpA. It is a high transmission lens featuring
a transmission rate > 94% in the 900 nm–1700 nm interval.
The focal length is 25 mm with a 35.5 deg angle of view.
In order to test a number of spectrum bandwidths and
to compare the quantity of light reflected by the asphalt for
different conditions and wavelengths, several filters have been
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Figure 8: Images acquired in the whole visible to SWIR bandwidth (no filters) with the state-of-the-art camera. Low gain and three different
integration times have been selected: 1 ms (a), 5 ms (b), and 10 ms (c).

used. In the preliminary phase of the project tunable liquid
crystal filters have been employed to perform several temporal sequential acquisitions. These tunable filters allowed
to choose different wavelengths with a 20 nm bandwidth
resolution from 850 nm to 1800 nm and a transmittance
around 60%. In the following phase a filter wheel (see
Figure 6(b)) with 12 filters has been installed between the lens
and the camera allowing to select between the available filters.
This is a manual operation and therefore limits the use of the
filters to still objects.

3. Results
3.1. Results for Road Safety. Outdoor tests have been performed using both the state-of-the-art InGaAs camera with
the OB-SWIR25/2 lens and the filter wheel as shown in
Figure 6(a). The acquisition sessions for this activity were
done at daytime with sunny and cloudy weather conditions
and the road surface both dry and wet or iced in some areas
as shown in the examples reported in Figure 7.
All combinations of gain and integration time values
were also investigated to find the most suitable acquisition
parameters for the RSM function. Some examples of these
tests are shown in Figure 8.
Dry, wet, and icy road conditions at daytime have been
investigated. In the following, two scenes showing different
illumination and road conditions have been selected (see
Figures 9 and 10). The spectral analysis has been done
measuring the intensity values of the selected ROIs by using
the filters included in the filter wheel operating in the SWIR
bandwidth only.
The resulting ratios, shown in Figures 9 and 10, underline
a behavior comparable to the indoor data although some
relevant differences are noticeable:
(i) ratio values are different respect to lab ones due to the
different source spectrum, halogen lamp in the lab,
and sun outdoor;
(ii) due to modification in illumination condition
(clouds, etc.) during the acquisition (spectra are

collected by means of temporal sequential measurements of the filter wheel filters), it is not possible to
find a ratio as good indicator for road condition.
Taking into account the previous considerations, several
measurements have been done in order to characterize how
the presence of clouds could affect the ratios. Spectra in a
changeable weather day, initially with clouds and then clear,
have been collected using a calibrated spectrometer. The temporal spectral evolution was compared to the theoretical solar
spectra at sea level. In order to understand the contribution
of the clouds, we collected some outdoor spectra during a
cloudy day. In the table of Figure 9 the variations of different
spectral ratios during the acquisition are shown. It has not
been possible to evaluate the I(1500)/I(1100) ratio due to the
spectral sensitivity limitation of the spectrometer.
From these measurements it can be noticed that illumination changes not only affect the intensity levels at all
wavelengths but, due to the extra absorption of cloud water
molecule, some wavelength ranges, that is, 1500 nm, are more
deprived.
Our tests have shown that for indoor acquisitions the
lamp spectrum affects results only by a multiplicative factor,
outdoor the unpredictable changes in illumination not only
affect the intensity levels at all wavelengths but, due to the
extra absorption of cloud water molecule, different wavelength ranges are also differently affected. Image processing
techniques applied to satellite and airborne pictures have also
been taken into account looking for a procedure to limit
this unwanted behavior, but all spectral analysis techniques
are applied to images clear of clouds, a hard restriction
which is totally unsuitable for functions to be applied in the
automotive field.
3.2. Results for Pedestrian. A database of more than 10,000
images in different illumination and weather conditions
with varied combinations of gain and exposure time has
been collected, paying special attention to cases of reduced
visibility caused by haze and fog (see Figures 11 and 12).
A thorough investigation of images acquired in the SWIR
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Figure 9: Summer scene: dry and wet asphalt areas, illuminated and not, in a clear sky day. The table underneath shows the corresponding
ratios.

bandwidths and comparisons with images acquired in the
visible spectrum have been carried out.
In the following subsections three visibility conditions
will be dealt with: clear sky, haze, and fog. To detect pedestrians in the SWIR spectrum the object detection method
based on deformable part models illustrated in [19, 20]
has been employed. Being based on both contrast sensitive
and contrast insensitive HOG features, we have found that
training the classifier on visible images only was suitable
for detections on SWIR images with comparable detection
rates. The following results have therefore been obtained
training the classifier on datasets publicly available on the web
(the PASCAL datasets [21]) featuring images acquired in the
visible spectrum only.

useful to effectively detect pedestrians as skin areas arising
from clothes are of variable sizes and not in a fixed position,
even the face (not always visible, i.e., in case of rear view)
could be partially covered by sunglasses, scarf,. . .,ellipsis.
In addition, image contrast may change significantly in
different seasons with light changes or particular atmospheric
conditions such as high humidity levels and other sorts of
absorption phenomena, making the skin color an unreliable indicator for automotive applications (see Figure 13).
Through the classification process, correct detection values
comparable to those obtained on visible only images are
achievable but with no practical advantage by employing a
SWIR sensor in respect of a standard visible only one (see
Figure 14).

3.2.1. Clear. Images acquired in the SWIR spectrum with
clear sky conditions show that high water content objects
like the human skin appear a lot darker than in visible only
images. Nonetheless this peculiar characteristic is not very

3.2.2. Haze. Haze is an atmospheric phenomenon where
dust, smoke, and other wet or dry particles obscure the
sky’s clarity. The SWIR wavelengths are able to penetrate
those particles layer, making visibility clearer at distance

ISRN Automotive Engineering
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Figure 10: Winter scene: dry, wet, and icy asphalt areas in a cloudy day. The table underneath shows the corresponding ratios.
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Figure 11: Images acquired in the SWIR spectrum (1.0 𝜇m–1.7 𝜇m)—filter F2—with different visibility conditions during summer, autumn,
and winter, respectively.
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Haze

Fog

F1

F2

C

Clear

Figure 12: Images acquired in the whole visible to SWIR spectrum (0.4 𝜇m–1.7 𝜇m)—filter C—and in the two SWIR bandwidths available
on the FPA: SWIR spectrum (1.0 𝜇m–1.7 𝜇m)—filter F2—and SWIR spectrum (1.3 𝜇m–1.7 𝜇m)—filter F1. Acquisitions have been carried out
with clear, hazy, and foggy visibility conditions, as indicated by the columns titles, and during different seasons, this having as a consequence
different gain and exposure time settings to avoid image saturation. In particular, images shown in the first column appear quite dark in
respect of the others as due to a very bright winter day the exposure time had been set to 1.0 𝜇m. Note that, as stated by the theory of major
water absorption happening in the SWIR spectrum, in these images the snow color (low right side, adhering to the footpath curb) gets darker
as the bandwidth narrows from the whole visible to SWIR spectrum to the pure SWIR ones.

Figure 13: Images acquired with SWIR filter F2 in different light conditions.
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Correct detections

Miss and incorrect detections

Figure 14: Detection examples employing the classifier on images acquired with filter F2.

Visible to SWIR

SWIR

Figure 15: Images acquired in the whole visible to SWIR (0.4 𝜇m–1.7 𝜇m) spectrum—filter C—and in the SWIR only (1.3 𝜇m–1.7 𝜇m)
spectrum—filter F1—respectively: almost invisible in the first image, the background mountains become quite clear in the second image.

Figure 16: Far away pedestrians, manually surrounded by a red bounding box in these images acquired with filter F1.
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Visible

SWIR

Figure 17: Images acquired in the visible only (0.4 𝜇m–0.9 𝜇m) and SWIR (1.0 𝜇m–1.7 𝜇m) spectrum—filter F1—respectively: with similar
fog densities the scattering effect is predominant at both bandwidths so that the pedestrian walking along the country path in the SWIR image
is hardly detectable.

Correct detections

Miss and incorrect detections

Figure 18: Detection examples employing the classifier on images acquired with filter F2.

(see Figure 15). However, due to the space between particles,
haze becomes perceptible only from kilometers afar making
any pedestrian detection application for the automotive field
of questionable utility.

3.2.3. Fog. Acquisitions carried out in foggy conditions have
shown that, despite the longer wavelengths capability of
penetrating water particles suspension, in the presence of fog
a clear visibility is not achievable employing a SWIR sensor
(see Figure 17). Due to the peculiar nature of this atmospheric
phenomenon, the scattering effect, predominantly in the
forward direction, affects the SWIR wavelengths making
imaging at distance impossible. The classifier returns correct

detections only when the pedestrian is close enough to the
camera (see Figures 16 and 18).

4. Discussion
The experiments carried out on the previously described sensor both for icy and wet pavement conditions and pedestrian
detection in a real world context have not been fully satisfying. Then both the former and the latter applications have
proven to be very sensitive to the environmental conditions
both in terms of weather and illumination.
The idea of a SWIR sensor adoption in the automotive
field is anyway not ill posed: the SWIR spectrum presents
very interesting physical properties but, in order to be able

ISRN Automotive Engineering
to effectively exploit them for real world applications, it is of
mandatory importance to define proper strategies to address
the above mentioned issues.
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